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The Daily Me .pus
THE UN1VE-61-1 OF MANE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
Author tells UMaine audience that victims
can overcome pain, guilt of sexual abuse
The lecture was sponsoredb
the University of Maine's Of-
fief of Equal Opportunity.
"Sexual abuse
absolutely everywhere. It goes
across theboard.," Davis said.
She sait17.-Me1n .everr-four
females will be sexually abused,
while one in every seven males
fronting her abuse situation six
by Christina 101:ander
Staff Writer
A nationally-known author
spoke to a nearly filled Hauck
Auditorium Wednesday nen-
ins abo-ut her experiences with
child sexual abuse and how
people can learn how to heal
Laura Minns, co-author of
the book The Courage to Heal:
A Guide for Women gurvii-Pors
of Child SeXISIII 14bsw. said she
decided to write tiielrot after
she realized she hadcbeerisibus-
ed as a child and found there
will be, according to current
statistics
Davis said people need to
overcome the shame and realize
that they are-not guilty; instead
they are the victims.
"Survivors need to be belies -
ed and listened to. They need
support," Davis said.
Throughout her present*,
non, Davis cited accounts of
survivors she has interviewed.
Das is said her book is writ-
ten for people who want 101w-
vise. She said adults need to
acknowledge that the abuse did
Occur. But in order to survive,
was no literature for adults\
-there will be the pain of reliv-
about the healing of child sex- .
use experience.
- "The -basic message
'your life is rilined and vou arc years ago. She had been sexual-
now a statistic,' Da% is said. ly abused bs her grandfather
"Part of ry health'  was to when4he was 3 yausAldsba__
1TibooFiijKow to Neal. I
said.
wrote it for selfiih reasons. 1 -
"Once I started remember-
ing, there /Wasn't any going
back. 'My life was never tidy
again, "'slie said.
_
Divis-said three things are
needed for survival: hard work,
time and dedication. She said
some people find it haid-40
make that committment'fa,
heal.
"Fear definitely goes into-41w-
healing process," she said.
Dasis said she has met peo-
ple who have bought bee...book
but can't read it, because it is
too frightening to them.
Peggy Day is one of those
sexual abuse survivors who has
read Das is' book.
"1 .found it really power-
ful." Day mid. "It's become
a Bible tome as an incest sur-
vivor. (It is) one book 1 found
which contains real-life things
-that are helpful."
• Day also came to the realiza-
tion its years ago that she was
sexually abused and begari-ki
look at her situation.
Something just triggers it,
and it has to be dealt with."
she said.
"Veal Shouldreepretend
didn't happen or put it out of
your mind, because it is going
to-conni:Amelay said._ -
"The decision to heal is pro- - -
bahly the most difficult deck-
sion yea% have to make,"
Davis said. "Every single sup
visor deserves to heal. If you've
made it this far, you've got
what it takes ._You've got the
courage to had."
Far_ Atninsehns.
CoinNi4i.ty .
Counsel(ng Services in &vigor
at 947-0366_
ASHING I i,NP) -
George Bush spent his last
day as vice president Thurs-
day rehearsing the presiden-
tial inaugural address he will
_deliver at noon Friday and
-saluting the mentor whose
shoes, he said, would be
II • ett hard to fill. "
. On the eve of his installa-
tion into the heavy respon-
sibilities of office, Bush was
upbeat. "I really feel
this." he said.  "Diu best
days are yet to come.
RUA-I spent much of be
day out of the public eye,
preparing for one sentimen-
tal last visit to the Oval Of-
fice -as a loyal subordinate,-
giving interviews and 'rehear-
sing the 15-minute address
by. Steven Pappas "run-off- because of the snow drought. by hot temperatures, similar to the sum;
Staff Writer "The kinds of plants that depend on mer of 1988, Maine could suffer similar
has snow cover Mt- in the greatest results.
While merchants struggle through a danger," Vaughn Holyoke, a "It could be a hard summer."-
-season of below -avera&c snowfall, en:Trooperativ-e-Ertlension .%;vice• eti- --114iller said "We'll have to-ite what the
sironmentalists are concerned for the vironmental specialist. . fellt- of the. winter brings."
safety of the plants and lack of spring Holyoke said snow is an excellent in- According to the 1989 Farmer's
sulator, and without the snow cover, the Almanac, the total precipitation for the
open winter will kill ornamental plants, remainder of the winter is "slightly
grasses and alfalfa, which may affect the----below average for most New England
dairy farm -industry because cows con- winters."-
-sume these plants lot milk production. Ken Barlow, a meteorologist at
Maine State Agriculture Department WLBZ-Chatiriel 2, said this _Winter's
ial Russell Libbey.saidthaurrithmit_snow fall_ba&-been sporadic-hut-not
the spring moisture the soil might. unusual.
become too arid and potato crops and "Outing an average Maine winter the
 6Ait
similar crops "might be in danger."
Stewart Golte.___ -professor of
climatology, said that there is a "poten-
tial" problem of a spring drought, but
there is no relationship between a spring
and summer drought. • .- .
But Steven Miller, a meterologist
from Caribou, said that without a spring
run-off, if a dry season were followed
snowfall could reach 85 inches. Present-
ly, -at the half-way point, the Bangor
area should have 25 to 30 inches of total
precipitation," he said.
Barlow said so far this season the
Bangor area has received less than 20 in-
ches, while areas to the west of Augusta
and to the north of Bangor have not had
an unusual decrease in snowfall.
I really feel this.
Our best days are
yet to come.'
which will set the tone of his
administration.
For this state occasion,
Washington's weather was
glorious. 74,
Visitors and Washingto-
nians alike strolled with top-
coats unbuttoned in .the.
balmy7for-January sun-
"Shini7A-Truitture.of sunshine
and clouds, with an after-
noon chill, was predicted for
Friday, when Bush takes the
oath.
Four---years ago, the
weather was so harsh that
President Reagan had to be
--sworn in indoors and his in-
- Alligitlati011 parade was
•
- .
Several ski shops in the Bangor arts—. 
reported a "slight decrease" in retail 
sales. 
.
Jim Hanctidk, manager of Wilderness
Mountain Ski and Sports in Brewer, said
sales were "pretty good considering the
little snowfall." He said sales in
alpine equipment werietsp-, while cross
country ski equipment sales were down.
Hancock said the sales problem was not
uncommon and would probably be
resolved by the end& the season by in?  
creased snowfall.
When asked if he was optimistic
about the ski season, he said, "Any new
snow would definitely help because
January and February are an important
part of our business.
"We've seen bad winters before. This
is nothing new," he said.
However, some merchants have been
:•
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Still looking for a great place to live?
There are a few spaces available for -
eligible students to move into
COLVIN MIL
This is a Cooperative Living Unit where students work
collectively to complete all hall functions; i.e. cooking,
cleaning
*ONLY present Orem° campus residents, inconn
transfers. or waiting listed students admitted to
housing are eligible.
FOR AiOicr IlIFOKNATIOCaNITACT 
THE SOUTH GOON ONCE
YORK ii414 5S1-4503
D•  O TOW EUINVE gru
PEP"-
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.,arning opportunities
•
-
...to acquire knowledge in HIMUM-Rela-
tions, Life Skills and Dev 
News Briefs
Panasonic to pay $16 million
in refunds for price fixing—
NEW YORK (AP) — Up to
665,000 Panasonic customers vic-
timized by a nationwide price-fixing
scheme are due as much at 516
million in refunds from the Japanese
consumer electronics giant. officials
said.
The settlement Panasonic agreed
to Vi.ednesdav could be extended to
every state except Hasvii. New York
State Attorney General Robert
Abrams told a news conference.
Abrams said Panasonic cheated
customers by illegally pressuring,
thousands of retailers. including such
major chains as K -Mart and Mon-
tgomery Ward, to change list price.
,"There was an elaborate nation-
wide policing scheme whereby certain
retailers acted as stool pigeons, as
rats, knd they would report that
someltiody down the street is charg-
ing less," said Lloyd Constantine,
chief of the attorney general's an- -
titrust bureau. -
Abrams said other electronics
man uraciarai were being ris-
sestigates. but 'declined to identify -
them or say whether there would be
any charges.
U.S. oil companies to retume
business .in Libya
WASHINGTON (AP) Presi-
dent Reagan authorized American oil
companies on Thursday to resume
doing business in Libya in a bid to
head off the poetntial nationalization
of their huge investment in that coun-
try.
The move also is designated-W put
an end to what a White House state-
ment called the "significant winfdall
profits" Libya has reaped since the -
administration imposed the ban on
the U.S. operations there in 1986_
In the absence of the American
firms, Libyans have been working the
U.S. oil fields and keeping the,
income •
The White House and the State
Department both said that Reagan's
decision does not constitute any
softening of U..-jianctions against
Libya.
---1e include- tiernbailjo and
a freeze "ori Libyan assets In the
- United States. --
- - State Department spokesman
-Charles Redman said these restric
tions win prevent the oil aampanies
from Kadin; any sop& botworo the
- United States and Libya. --
Yugoslays choose new premier
BELGRADE. Yugoslavia (AP) -
Yugoslavia chose a _ new premier
_IThunday_ who beleives a rornhin2tinii_-__
of marketoriented reform _arid
political changes is the answer-to the
economic and social crisis.
The collective presidency'; choice
of Ante Markovic was a clear victory
:for
 liberal, reformist elements of the
ruling Communist Party over the
 
73:Onsersatise, dogmatic WWita-
It also was seen as a rebuke to
Slobodar, Miloscvia, Comunist
Party chief of Srebia,
•
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...to eani $$$$ as you expand your
knowledge and skills while providing
for van I sr ',riches r cv‘.%., •
...talt_aPEER EDUCATOR?
If you luivethe PEP, obtain aiapphcation
Residential Life Office in Estabrooke Ha
Applications are due Friday, January 20.
For more information _
contact Sheri Cousins at ext. 4769
-
•
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largest republic, who hid pot up a
Serbiansaindate in competition.
_-hilarkovic,--whose appointment
must bemtroved. by Parliment..is a -
64-year-old electircal engineer and
member of the. national party's
policy-making Central, Conimittee.
He will succeed Branko
those government resigned Dec. to
because "it could not solve such '
echnomit ' problems as high
unemployment, annual inflation ot
250 percent, and a $21 billion ruttish
debt. 
Today marks second year
 OrWaite disappearance
BEIRUT, Lebanon (Avy — Itwut
two years ago Fridas that Anglican
Church emissary Terry Waite left his
Beirut hotel to negotiate the relase of
American hostages and disappeared,
presumably;
_bscouting.At—hostaite_ -
himself. -
What happened on his fifth mercy
Mission remains a mystery, but other
Western hostages freed since he
sanished have reported seeing a man
in an underground prison they beleiv-
--ed was the 6-foot-7 Waite.
New rumors crop up almost every
------week; he was killed trying to escape
I.
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Shiite Moslem extremists who held
him; he was smuggled into kan in a
coffin to stand trial as an American
spy; he will be ransomed tor S7
milbon
No group has claimed to hold
Wane. The &nish goverment. which
refuses to negtitiate with terrorists,
says no demands have been made. No
photographs or videotapes have been
released to prove he is alive.
A British official said reC'eritly;_
"We beleive Waite is alive simply
because we've no evidence to the con--.
trary."
---Skirteartcer-treatrrtertt
WASHINGTON (AP) — A,,
therapy using foreign genes transfer-
red into human patients was approv-
ed for the first time Thursday, cletir;-
ing the way for limited trials of an at-
periment reseachers hope will lead to
to improved treatement of a type of
skin cancer.
The National Institutes of Health'
and the Food and Drug Administra-
•
tion approved the Use Of a rat virus
to manipulate a gene that can then be
used iirthe experimattal treatment of
melanoma. a vindet and often 'fatal
skin cancer
Approval comes after seven -•
months of hearing before various
committees of the NIH, FDA, and '
Congress. 
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French-language training PPnter prrtposed
by Jaime _Osgood
—Staff -Writer
An appropriations bill is being in-
troduced in the Maine Legislature to
establish a permanent French language
training center within the University of
Maine System.
John Benoit, the director or Interna-
tional Research and Educational Pro-
grams at UMaine, said the bill, tct.tall-
ing approximately $403,000, would pro-
vide the needed funds to begin the
center.
He said that if the proposed center
becomes a reality, it would be the first
of its kind in the United States to con-
centrate on the French language.
"No other state in the U.S. has the
Franco-American resource Maine
does," he said.
"This would provide an excellent op-
portunity to create a nation-wide nitch
in international education for Maine
and the UMaine System.
Last semester, Benoit said about 30
percent of Maine's population speaks
French, at least in the home, and cited
Maine's proximity to Canada as one of
the main reasons for that.
pp. Neil C. Rolde. D-Kittery/York,
beim the process of introducing the bill
in Neenber.
die said be is enthusiastic about the
center and that he's talked to quite a few
people About it.
aiiitnit Mega, excited," he said.
"It's a trementSbus opportunity to tap
Maine's Franco-American population
and use it in a way it has never been us-
r•el ke.fore."
According to a proposal written by
Benoit, the center would allow UMaine
System staff to improve teaching skills
in French. broaden the system's inter-
national contacts, and provide a varie-
ty of courses in French for international
The center would also provide
scholarships for Maine students who
want to improve their French while ear-
ning advanced degrees, and grants
enabling them to study in Francophone
countries.
Benoit said the center's conception is
an outgrowth of the University of
Maine/Voice of America workshops
that were held during the cumnier of
1988.
The workshops, which -*eft con-
ducted in French, taught management
skills to media executives and broad-
casters from developing Francophone
countries in Africa and the Caribbean.
Gregory Brown, UMaine's vice presi-
dent for Research and Public Services,
said the UMaine System has received re-
quests for similar workshops from
organizations such as the United States
Information Agency in Washington,
D.C.
"The proposed center would provide
dams typo of services and more," he
said.
Brown said although the center would
likely be located on the Orono campus,
other campuses in the UMaine System
would also benefit from its programs.
"Everything would be open to a
system-wide cooperation," he said.
Rep. Rolde said that besides serving
the long-term interests of the UMaine
System and the state, the center -Lso has
a potential to improve U.S. relations
with developing Francophone nations,
whose resources and ecinnosnies are
largely inaccessible now because' oftlW
language barrier.
Benoit agreed.
"Our (the UMaine System's) strength
is French," he said. "If we could
develop that here, then the possibilities
for benefits all across the board are real-
*If* TYPESETTE
-
seven -
various
)A, and'
,
ly great:
Brown arid Benoit both said theY were
hopeful the bill would pass in its entire-
ty, but Rolde said it is too early to say
what will happen to it.
The final decision, Rolde said, can be
expected at the close of the Legislature
in late spring.
SUNDA\"VVORSIIIP
11-AM
DRUMMOND CHAPEL
3ril FLOOR, MEM. UNION
A Ministry of the
Churches of Maine:
-Methodist
-United Church of Christ r-
-Lutheran •
-Presbyterian
TOM cxrric Cam-Wm—Minister—
 
866-4227
Sponsored bye
The Wilson Center. 67 College Ave.
)
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WANTED! Istlet*
-SOME EXTRA CASH!! - 
Work Flexible Hours
Do it fai-. your resume
-Department-of---
The Daily Maine Campus
or call 5814268
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_
Palestinian Americans feel pain of exile 
Editor's note: this is the second in ti
four-parr series
by Kathleen Cheistison
The Christian Science Monitor
SAN FRANCISCO — "The feeling
I have about Palestine is one of depriva-
tion," says Stanford University
liguistics professor Khali Barhoum, ex-
plaining the pain of exile that many
Palestinian Americans acutely feel.
"I don't think I'll ever fcci normal
about it. I'll never be the same — I don't
even know what 'the same' means to
me.
Prof. Barhoum .was born in
ilethkhein iffew years after his family
fled their village outside Jerusalem in
1948. Israel incorporated what remains
of the village into Jerusalem, and the
Barhoum home, which Khali visited in
1967, is now occupied by Moroccan
Jews. His views express the kcntiments
of large numbers of Palestinian
Americans who speak of an indefinable
sense of longing and exclusion:
Some Palestinian Americans do not
experience the-emotions of exile in a
deep way, even though they may be ac-
tive in the Palestinian struggle. But fors
those who do, exile is something that
them apart from the Aincrica_
mainstream. They feet-that-their loss it'
unique and ,.that no complacent
American can eser truly understand
what it IS like to be displaced from a
homeland.
• 'For you, at an American, to be kick-
ed out of this country and be welcomed
nowhere, acknowleged by nobody, and
told you you would never be able to see
America, how would you feel?" asks
Karim Dajani, a student at St. John's
College in Santa Fe, N.M. Dajani's
father fled Jaffa, his mother Jerusalem
in 1948; and Karim was born in Beirut.
He has neser seen his parent's
homeland.
The feeling of exclusion that accom-
panies exile is heightened for Paiesti-
mans here by the fact that Israel is so
prominent in the news media — and hy
—sc in the United Stales that seems.
to Palestiniahs, to accord leiPtamacy to 
everthing Israeli but to nothing
Palestinian. . • •
This extends even to the level of foods
and customs. Palestinians bristle with
flafel, an Arab sandwich consisting of
fried spiced chickpea balls served in pita
bread, is described as Israeli, or when
at international folk festivals Palestinian
dances and songs are called Israeli.
"It's so frustrating," says a .San
Francisco English teacher, who asked
that her name not be used because it
might endanger her family in the West
Bank.
"If you see someone eating falafel-
and huthiguit-salseseli..you have to-go-
into books and books Orhistory to ex-
plain why flafet isn't Israeli.Yno_go
away frustrated. and he doesn't get the
point. He thinks you're an agitatot and
gel's nervous. 'Oh, gee' she draws•
back in mock fear — 'a terrorist!" 
The DthluMatne
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Ratko, Karim MOW. a resides! of Sant s I.e. N.M., has paresis who fled
Palestioe in 1948. He has sever seen their homeland
The peculiar pain of enforced exile is
often quite sharp An engineer from
Nablus, who was asked that his name
not be used to protect his family, rues
the wastefulness. He says he feels he
"would be in a position to contribute
some way" if he could go back.
- "An engineevia—Stained---to build -
things. But what's happened is that all
these Palestinians who studied engineer-
went and built buildings and roads
and bridges in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia.
Iraq — but not in their, homeland "
• Not only those who fled Palestine to
1948 experience this sense of exile. Many
Palestinians from the West Bank and
'Gan either were outside the area in 196?
when Israel took oser and could mit_
return. or left after the occupation to
study or work and lost their right to
residence.
aspect of Israeli control of the ter-
ritories that is unfamiliar to most
Americans is that. SO live there, a
Palestinian must have in identity card
issued by the Israelis. This serves as a
'• -residency permit But anyone who was
--northere when the ID cards were issued
in the wake of the occupation finds if
-isatImudenosits i,:nhpool=ssi:l.elett.rni,rx) rzob.utayitno stou4ne.
often find that the Israelis have allow-
ed their permit to txpirc •
Examples arc legion. The, Nablus
engineer ' s mother was on a trief -assign -
mcni with her husbands the Gulf when
Israel captured the West Bank in 196.
She tried for 20 years to obtain a
residency permit and onl) succeeded in
-198
LOOKING F
A CAREER?
skier--t
ficers' Training Corps Scholar-
ship Program at the University
of Maine
Earn a NAVY OR MARINE OFFICER commission them. the
NAVAL R.O.T.C. College PROGRAM at the University 'Camp,
In Orono. Good possibilities exist for two & three-year
scholarships through the College Program. Upon graduatidiL
step into an exciting career as a 
_commissioned officer in
the 
 Navy or Maxine Corps,
Tor further%lormafain contact
Commanding Officer.
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37. Coftege Avenue
Orono, Maine 04469
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Miami quiet as officials assess riot damage
MIAMI (AP) — Violence in black
neighborhoods ebbed Thursday as of-
ficials estimated riot damage to
buildings at less than SI million and the
community began examining the
Underlying cause of the uprising.
The rage touched off by a Hispanic
police officer's shooting of an unarm-
ed black motocyclist Monday left one
man dead, seven others shot and some
370 people jailed — most of them
suspected looters under IS. police said.
Police continned to conrtol access to
the largely black Overtown area Thurs-
day. but inside the neighborhood,
businesses lifted-their shutters, children
attended school and youths played pick-
up basketball.
Police spokesman Angelo Bitsis said
late in the afternoon that Miami's Over-
town and Liberty City were "extremely
quiet." "We has en't has a single inci-
dent of any kind since long before
daybreak, 't Basis said
A Miami Heat basketball game was
cancelled Tuesday night, but a game was
on for Thursday in the Miami Arena at
the edge of Overtown. •
"Apparently the city has returned to
calm, and we're sery grateful for
that," said police spokesman Ray
Lang. "We're grateful that the focus
has returned to the Super Bowl."
But he said police were prepared to
return in force if truoble began again
Damage in Overtown and Liberty Ci-
ty areas was less than officials first
feared. said Fire Department:1_
spokeswoman Christy LeMay.
Thirteen buildings were torched, but
seven of those were abandoned, and the
damage to the structures was less than
Damn Yarlee
SI million. Ten to 15 cars were also
burned, she said. Damage totals did not
include the contents of stores and
businesses.
Sam Bahhur, whose Palestinian fami-
ly operated seven small food markets in
Overtown and Liberty City, said six of
The stores were damaged. He estimated
the family's losses in inventory and store
fixtures, along with structural damage,
at $3 million. The family will rebuild if
it can find the money, he said.
Rioting in Liberty City in 1980 that
left 18 people dead caused an estimated
$100 million in damage.
The physical damage will be easier to
*mit than the damage done to race
rektions, many blacks say. •
"Fear is what we all has e in common
now." said Overtown resident
Stephen Wayne.
Allen Blanchard, 24, one of the two
black men killed in the Monday night in-
cidcnt that sit off the rioting, was to be
buried Saturday
His family urged calm, and on Thurs-
der:Mich attorney, Mark Rubin, re-
jected-the involvement of a controver-
sial New York activist, the Rev. Al
Shannon, saying the funeral would be
closed if he tried to attend as promised.
The Only motivation he has to show
up is to, try to incite violence," Rubin
said.
May of the businesses that were
looted, burned or vandalized during the
• unrest in Liberty City were singled out
- for 'destruction, some community
---•leaclers said.
"Everything was planned and
targeted; -protect black businesses and
get the white man, the Hispanic and the
Wild Wednesdays= Comedy!
January 25
Febr1ary43, 22
March 29
April 12, 26
J
Arab out of out community," said
Georgia Ayers, a black activist who con-
demned the violence.
Just feet from a gutted Cuban-owned
meat market, a black
-owned open-air
market sold- turnips and tangerines.
Next to a white-owned furniture store_
that had been stripped,ahlack beauty
suppk) store was open f4- business as
usual.
Marvin Dunn, a psychologist and
black activist, said economics underline
the frustrations that led to the rioting.
"I don't see this as white against
blacks, blacks against whites," Dunn
said. "What is happening is that a larger
alnd larger segment of the black com-
munity is f -1"-g farther and farther
behind the rest of us in income and the
quality of life."
Police say aunman had
‘a hate for everybody'
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) —
Patrick Purdy, the gunman who kill-
ed five SoUtheast Asian children in a
crowded schoolyard, had no grudge
'‘against any particular ethnic group,
Just "a hate for everybody" police
said Thursday.
Thirty other people were wound-
' -ed In-Twithly's at taeret-Cit - -
Elementary School,_ which ended'
when Purdy — a loner with drug and
alcohol problems and a fascination
with all thingsimilitary killed
himself.
Most of his victims were children
of Southeast Asian refugees. but
Capt. Dennis Perry said: "Through
his lifetime, Mr. Purdy developed a
hate for everybody."
-- Perry said Purdy's enemy list ap-
parently varied from day today. He
might be mad at one group but "the
next day if he talked-to Jec-Doble
LOOIE rost THE YELLOW
and he talked about the Lebanese ...
he probably didn't like them
either. "
Purdy was described as a danger to
himself and others and suffering
from "mild mental retardation" in a
mental health report prepared after
his arrest in El Dorado County in
I%17. Perry said.
. Arrested for firing at trees with a
pistol, he tried to hang himself and
slit his wrists while in custody,
authorities said. '
_Perry described Purdy, who at-
tended the school as a boy, as a
"loner, no fricnds, no particularly
known girlfriends, a problem with
alcohol, a problem with marijuana
and a distinct dislike for everybody
— not a particular race.
everybody."
"In a way he beat us, because we'll
never know" why he did it, said
Perry, chief of the investigation.
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and 4.4 percent of the people were aged
"5 and over.
By 1987, life expectancy was up to
'4.9 and nearly 5 percent were in the
75-and-older age group. The nation's
death rate fell from 8.8 per _1,000 peo-
ple in 1980 to 8.7 in 1987.
At the other end of the lifespan, in-
fant mortality has declined sharply,
from 12.6 infant deaths per 1,000 live
births in 1980 to 10 in 1987.
Perhaps helping in this was the in-
crease in physicians during this period.
In 1980 there were 241 doctors for every
100,000 Americans, while by 1985 that
had climbed to 237 per 100,000.
The nation's birth rate has dropped
during the Reagan years.
The National Center for Health
Statistics reported that 15.9 babies were
born in 1980 for every 1,000 Americans.
By .1987 that was down to 15.7..
The number of orphans has also
drOciastrom 52,000 children who hAd
lost both parents in 1980 to 30,000 in
1986.
Marriage seems to ha‘e grown
somewhat less attractise during the
eight-year Reagan span. In 1980 there
were 10.6 marriages for every 1,000 peo-
ple. By 1987 that rate had fallen to 9.9
per 1,000
The number of unmarried couples_hv-
ing together rose 63 percent to 216
million from 1980 to 1988.
At the same time, divorce has become
leis common, with the rate dropping
from 5.2 per 1,000 in 1980 to 4.8 in
1987
Overall,, though, the majority of
bouseholds still consist et families that
include a married canple-,r kthough the
share slipped from 6041-parient to 56.9
percent from 1980 10.19111L-
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Reagan years assessed
WASHINGTON (Ap) President
Reagan leaves an America that's older,
eats less red meat, gives birth to fewer
babies, is less likely to divorce and has
16,741,546 more residents than when he
took over the White House eight years
ago.
The Census 'Bureau estimated the
population at 246,879,546 as of Jan. 1
of this year. When Reagan took office
in 1981, it stood at 230,138,000.
That means an increase of 16,741,546
people in eight years. Or a population
growth of 5,749 people-a-day under the
Reagan administration.
Just as well, because the extra wage
earners will be needed to help pay a na-
tional debt which grew sharply over the
period, rising from $994 billion in 1981
to an anticipated $2.87 trillion by The
end of this year: . s
-
Reagan's California is still the most
populous state, of course, and getting
more entrenched every day. New York
and Texas remain second and third.
But Florida., which ranked seventh ill
1980, was up to fourth place by .1987,
having passed Pennsylvania, Illinois and
Ohio on the way.
Many of those new Floridians are
retirees. Americans are older, a bit, on
average.
In 1980,  the median age of all
Americans wm 30 years. That means
half were 30 or older and half under 30.
By 1987 the nation's median age hed
nsen to 32.1, despite all the new bsbi
contributing to the overall population
growth.
Longer lives are &diet reason for tha--
rising median age.
When the oldest president took dace,
national life expectancy was 74.2 liars
1 This sign up sheet is for those students wishing to part-icipate in the weekly pick-up-and deirvery of student laundry. .
Laundry via be picked up each week for the entire semester.
students also donot-wids to sign up in advance may stil have their laundifaiNANithL 1
calkag 942-6 I 57. The rate for student laundry on a will cane* it .50ixateper.:1
-
'10 lb. minimum. (average Weekly laundn, ,for one student is 10-15 lbs.)
For those students wishing to participate in a prepaid weekly laundry service the lee will be Ma-
io( the entire semester for up to 1 5 1 lbs. Anything over this will be charrd an extra .50 esits
--- , . . , . ...per. lb paid upoit -defivery: - .
--,-- -
The benifits of thisservice leaves you your time of an hour to an hour and a half all while you
laundry is done for yourself. Figure what it will cost you lot-two washing machines, dryers, soap.
bleach. sottners and the gas to travel back and forth.
Drs cleaning services will also be available whether you wish to sign up or not (please keep
dry cleaning separate from laundry.)
There will be no credits for any unused portions. so it is imparittve that your laundry be at the
checkpoirt every week.
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English village proud
by Julian Baum post office has leanrned that it is theThe Christian ,Science Monitor ancestral home of the next president of
the United States. The news has madeMESSING, England — Britain's rela- local residents of this'agricultural sett le-tions with America will prosper under mcnt proud of their connections, andGeorge Bush's presidency if residents,a,-,-.-some villagers are preparing for a rushMessing have anything to do-with it. of tourists.
This obscure English village of 90 "We were .what you call a losthouseholds, two restaurants, and no village.' But not anymore," says Ann
*Bush 
Reagan spent his last full day in of-
fice saying goodbyes. Meeting reporters,
hc discussed a somber aspect of his
presidency — his failure to win the
release of nine Americans held hostage
in Lebanon, some for nearly four years.
"We don't know where they are."
the outgoing president admitted, saying
an rescue attempt would have been
foolhardy-
'There hasn't been a moment that,
this hasn't been on my mind,"
Reagan told news service reporters.
Bush. appearing before an audience
of top high school students from around
the country, promised to do "all in my
power" to letr them take advantage of
life's opportunities and talked about
Americans' characteristic optimism.
"No one better personifies Mat than
a president named Ronald Reagan,
whose shoes are going to be prett s darn
hard to fill." he said.
Vice President-elect Dan Quayle, ap-
pearing -separately before the same
students, made a confession: "As one
 
 looks back at life, I'll be the first to ad-
:
•
:continued from page I
mit I wish I had taken education more
seriously. "
The Bushes and thc Quayles planned
to join 12,000 other black-tie revelers at
a S9 million entertainment gala, televis-
ed live to the nation, on the eve of
Bush's big day.
In the Capitol, where workers buff-
ed the heavy mahogany doors through
which Ronald Reagan will usher his suc-
cessor. the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee unanimously approved
Bush's senior cabinet appointee,
Secretary of Statedesignate James A.
Baker III, who had appealed during
,.confirmation hearings this week for a
restoration of bipartisanship in foreign
policy.
Bush, at the forum for•high school
students, borrowed a line from Franklin
Delano Roosevelt: "We can't always
build a future for our youth, but we can
build our youth for the future."
"I really feel this; our best days are
yet to conic," the oming president
said.
- r—L•aP• 
'FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FORSTUDENTS WHO NEED
:MONEY FOR COLLEGE:
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type_of Financial Aid 
- 
Regardless of Grades or Parentalincome.
• , We have a data bank of ovw 200 000 listings of cchotars4iç,s ips grants and
•I. loans representmg owat $10 bdtoon m ',mate soctor funding
'native
Burns, a local resident.
"This Busch connection is going to
put us on the map" says restaurant
owner, Brenda Mills.
- According to British genealogist
Hugh Peskett, President-eloct Bush can
trace his ancestry to one Reynold Bush,
son of a yeoman farmer from Messing,
who, in 1631, sailed from lpswitch,
England. to what is now Cambridge,
Mass.
There are 19 references to the Bush
family in Messing parish records, but no
one by that name now lives in the
village. 
-
Reynold-Busb became A farmer after
arriving in America with his wife and
children, along with other Puritan set-
tlers from Messing and other nearby
towns-. Later ancestors, says Peskett, in-
clude a Capt. Timothy Bush, who
fought in the French and Indian War
and the American Revolutionary War.
Captain Bush was "a larger than life
charater ... a complete non-wimp,"
Peskett says. His grandson, also Capt.
Timothy Bush, fought in the war of
1812 against the British.
I- 
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The Princess of Wales is also related
to George Bush through a great-
grandfather who lived in New England,
but Peskett says the relationship is
"pretty remote."
One Messing resident, Henry Close-
Smith, has taken careful note of the
President-elect's lineage. Despite the
history of anti-British sentiment, he is
proud qf Messing's "native son."
"There's no middle European blood;
there's no Irish blood. He's just an or-
dinary Englishman," Close-Smith
says.
Burke's Peerage reports that Bush has
a connection with the current British
monarch, Queen Elizabeth II, through
Mary Tudor, sister of Henry VIII. But
genealogist Peskett, who also traced
President Reagan's ancestral village to
Ballyporeen in Ireland, says the relation-
ship is nothing special. "This makes him
the 13th cousin twice removed of the
queen, but frankly millions of people
could claim remoteness if they sat down
and worked it out," Peskett says
********************
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Changing the rule
I' n this day of college athletic scandals, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association has taken the onus
upon itself to clean things up.
Its efforts have been two pronged. it has increased en-
forcement, making examples of longtime offenders like
Oklahoma.. And it has adopted higher standards.
It is impossible to knock the NCAA's intent. It wants to
showsithat college athletics has (though it may- he an
overused word) integrity.
But its latest rule, known as Proposition 42, may do
more than it was intended to do. It is essentially a cor-
ollary to Proposition 48 which requires athletes to get a
combined SAT score of at least 700 (or 15 on the ACT) to
play in their first year. Under this rule the athlete is allow-
ed to attend school, receive a scholarship and and practice
with their team. It has been in effect for three years now
and has done its job—for the most part.
Propositon 42, though, is a different stor. It calls for
the same requirements but disqualifies the student from
receiving a scholarship or practicing with the team. This
rule has drawn attention nationwide. 1 title of it has been
laudatory.
And rightly so.
Many have termed it racist. It inay well be. Tbe,SAT Or:
ACT may not be an accurate measurement of a student's
academic ability It, in fact, is culturally biased, according
to many in academia. Many schools have abandoned it as
a measure for admission. Bowdoin College, for one.
doesn't want to know how its potential students did on the
SAT. 
. •.,
There may be a perfect example of the test's inadequacy
right here It ilMaine„ Hockey player loakim WahIstrnot- 
had to iii- °id-fist—year. He was a casualty of Prop. 4. He
finished last year with a grade pt-Ant aveTaic. well above
3.0.
Let's get a new ruler.
7
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Vanderweide's Theorem of
Red Hair and Disposition
1; ell, with this being the last
day of President Reagan's reign
over ,the American people. you
might well expect me to critique
the job he has done. You might
also expect me to offer poig-
nant insight into the goings-on
of the last eight years at the
White House.
-you dud, n -would
prose that you don't know me
very .well.
Because instead, I'm going 10
talk about something that I
know at least one-half of the
folk. here at LiMaine in-
terested in. I'm going to talk
about women.
-- Specifically, I'm gomg to-- ltinacy and-thssatiskict ion intotalk about red-baitetLwomen.—tin
Theorem of Red Hair and "Well, you should haveDisposition, and this is it. quit." 
-
First, all red-haired women :"Excuse me!" rd -ask.
are crazynd second_ all red 
_ 
 should have
 quit. you—
 :-
know I hate waiting." 
-
- "I should have quit my job
because you dstete want to *it •
10 minutesr_Td_ respond.
"No, that% net what I'mArigkI, tes-
pond that_ you have 'a good 
.h.14point. But -redheads take it to a 
-Well' tv the
 Hell are Y°It•
 Ott—
'You're 10 minutes lam
Doug Vandenveide she'd "Y.
For lack of a better title, it is "I couldn't get out of
called the Fundamental .wPF.E,F.g7
"I know. I'm sorryi,-" I'd
wouldn't
1.144441.
haired women are dissatisfied
with life.
"But , Doug," you say,
"aren't women crazy- and
dissatisfied with life?"
Lew
 ....height. _almost turning
an form
-Let-me explain.
same
•• 
. I 11,-sav,_
. 
-
"Oji.,_why do  yeal_havg_sci_
es she'dEver since I started liking _ The list red-haired woman I scream,on tittr-viiie-ef-tear4,-
-githANe liked red-haired/Os, __dated was a lady called Faith; - - "I can't believe you!"MY father' tells . me that's Faith is, in mi eyes, perhapsbecause, when I was very --:one of the most love:, women And then ihe'd throw me outyoung, he dropped me off the I've ever met. Of the room and wouldn't talkswingset and onto my head This, of course, 
- a 
to me again until I apologized.
I don't exactly understand +ornewhat biased opinion-..My- "Sure, Doug, that's aazyhis reasoning, but Dad's getting roommate Dave insists that she-- and dissatisfieL"  vivo_ _say,older, and I think that Freudian is -perhaps -the most hideous- :..'but one. person a group doesstuff actually makes sense to creature ever allowed to walk - notinake.him. ..„ . elect. But, he's been out with *. 
 •
&A getting-16 the point. In more than his fair share .of birddy, I tell you what.
my numerous entounters with Minha-Raye look-alike, so I Date one, and then tell -me if Ifemales of crimson hair, I have -consider his opinion - was wrong.
come to produce an idea which, immaterial. 
.I believe, is as scientifically Her looks aside, t can. attest
you're supposed to inetitOrit- - -frOW-crk,ty. Here's a .typiciil - who hopes a certain redhead;.-,.
saying she 
was
IginDioruabr' oadtVan.advier••••veriwdse mi as jor.ai---sound as any math theorem to her sanity by
But, unlike math theorems, you conversation betWeeg myself who 7/ rpnio.n swineless has,'understand this one-. 
read this
S..)
Interested in writing a guest column?
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Letters to the editor---w-
should be 300 words or
`less, and guest columns .
about 450 words. In order
Jo verify the validity of
- letters; we must
 have
 a 
. name, address,- 
-
ne number--
_
COMA
she'd
Pa of tears.
or
worm out
3ulda't talk
apologia, xi.
hat's culls
' )..ou
group does
'-I ..
tell MC if
R
hiikess-41, - 
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Although The Daily
NMaine Campus welcomes -
-- anonymous letters, it will
-not print then1 unless a
special arrangement
not using the name has
been made with ihe
editor.
•
- The Daily Maine
 
Cam-
_f pus reserves the r4ht-to -
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
tionm. 
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Response
Got a problem?
Have a gripe?
Write a letter to
The Daily
Maine Campus,
Suite 7a
Lord Hall.
BARBARA BUSH
First Lady
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Specialization
not necessary
_in all research
By Rushworth M.. Kidder
The .Chnstion Science Monitor
PORT' AND. Maine - l.ynne V.
Cheney is nothing if not outspoken,_
But then, why shouldn't she be? As
chairperson of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities - an in-
dependent federal agency whose S140
million budget.-flow largely into
grants to scholars, colleges,
museums, and libraries 3,- she's
charged with supportina the study of
 lose -things that make us human.
And what's more human than speak-
ing one's. mind?
On her mind these days is the pro-
blem of overspecialization. She
touched on it in her latest report,
"Humanities in America," released
in September. She expanded on her
ideas in a conversation during a visit
. to Portland earlier this month. Her
concern: the tendency of researchers,
in the humanities and elsewhere, to
focus on ever-narrower issues, to say
more and more about less and less,
and to write books that should have
• remained.
 mere footnotes. -
 
 "I do not; of course, mean there
should be no specialized research,"
• she protest.,s,_rehu f those who saw--
* rser report uthe bugle call to destroy
all tbiags.-dcep and detailed;
• "Specialized research has done muds_
that is valuagle, " she assertsk. "The. problem is hyper-specialigarson-."
That problem, says Mrs. Cheney,
arises from one of today's central
challenges: the unprecedented growth
of knowledge.
-
,
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eSnow
tallifilied from page Ii
.7Yiiii:ieff Peet. shop manager., 10147-
what is usually the busiest time of _ _
Iteaffeciste„ddisseierureaglyedan..d adtothcnolt sackhae
Ha ncock's enthusiasm. Ski Rack in
20 percent decrease in sales during
Bangor claims to have taken a 1$ to
snow and the decreased sales in alpine
equipment.
 
 "Nordie-saW-Tiiien't been toobad. Most of it is done during pre-
season, but we hive to get some snow
before the end of the season to get
- things going," Peet said. --
But officials at Sunday River Ski
Area and Sugarloaf USA are repor-
ting record-breaking days. Both
claim they have been relatively unaf-
fected by the low snowfall because
...they are able to make snow on the
premises.
But officials admit that the lack of
snowfall is keeping some away from
the slopes.
"We have been hurt in the day
sales because people don't see snow
 
 in their backyard, so_l_b•ey
• out; "-NiliCY -NfaT-shall, director of
communications at Sugarloaf, said.Sunday River officials said they
a seven-4y period during
Christmas where more than 7,000
skiers turned out each day. Sugarloaf
. also reported an all time record on
Dec. 30.
But nordic ski areas are suffering.Officials at Ben-Loch Farms in Dix-
mont said they have been open twodays this season. Hermon Meadows _Ski Touring C-enter was dosed and_
unavailable for comment.
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Sports
Rossignol and Barry
lead Bears to victory
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
Under the leadership of Matt
Rouignol and Coco Barry the Univer-
sity of Maine Black Bears grabbed a
North Atlantic Conference victory over
of nine from the floor including a pair
of three-point bombs.
"We talked at halftime and we knew
they would make a run at us, "Keeling
said.
Apparently. Keeling and and his menthe Purple Eagles of Niagara, 56-47 last had the script down pat as, indeed, thenight at the Bangor
-Auditorium. 'Eaglei did make a run at U Ntaine
nalx to win offline a1Aiost-11---Niagara opened the half with a 10-4 run,good teami'lreeling said. "Hey,
now, we're 3-2 in the conference. We're
happy."
UMaine climbed to 5-9 overall and
(indeed) 3-2 in the NAC while Niagara
falls to 6-9 overall and 3:3 in the
conference.
I've never beaten Niagara Since rye
been here," said Rossignol, whose
team had just broken a nine game los-
ing streak versus the Purple Eagles that
dated back to the 1983-84 season. "They
making the score 32-30. UMaine.
The Bears were perplexed, if not total-
ly confused on offense against the
Niagara zone to open the half but show-
ed that they may have learned something
from early-season loses to powers like
DePaul, Wisconsin and Providence
because they didn't kanic.
The Bears called timeout and
Rossignol hit a three-pointer from the
wing to give his team a bit of a cushion
at 3S-3OL Following a hoop by Niagara'scame back against us but we built the 
-Patrick Jones (14 points), Barry andlead back up." 
_.--L-- Dean Smith each scored to crank the .-Rossignol lad -all scorers iirkh 70 Bears lead back to seven atpoints includitig 13 in the first half but "When they got close, we pulledit was Barry who led UMaine of_fossiveh_ together." Keeling said. "We've got a-fn tile secOnd half scoring 12 of his IS . lot of young guys and it's starting toin that period. The muchmaligned come together."center from Senegal made five of seven
shot from the floor. That gases him 36
of 44-from the field in his last seven
games—an incredible 81 percent.
UMaine led after the first half, 28-20.
The Bears played their best defense of
the year while Rotsignol sit it up on five
_ Niagara got within seven at 47-40 with
;4:42 left but UMaine point guard Mar-
ty Higgins (7 assists) found Rossignol as
he was trapped by the Eagles' run-and-jump defense. Rossignol did what he
does best and calmly sink the jumper
and Niagara's hopes.
Baseball and
 
 
softball teams -
open practice
by Kim Thibcau
Staff Writer
Thi6Vavitpulled claim. The
biatingeagekliave been set up and the
equipment dusted off The fieldhouse
has come alive-with the beginning of
baseball and softball season as both
teams began practice earlier this week.
The baseball team returns a strong
core of veterans along with bringing in
some promising freshmen. Head Coach
John Winkin believes the team is
capable of doing well tVis season.
"The team is looking good at prac-
tice and things look promising,"
Winkin said.
The general attitude of the baseball
team is based on everyone helping each
other. The pitchers stretch out together
while the rest of the team works on bat-
ting skills until field practice begins in-
side the nets. "Things are going well
right now and 1 think Ir.11 do well this
season, " vettwaa pitcher Mike
LeBlanc said. —
The softball team its. membership
on/ players, six who are seniors and
eight who are freshmen.
"This is the best sized freshmendass
weve-evet-b-ad: Pracdce is going Well
because the fall schedule we played
helped them and the rest of the team
grow up," Head Coach Janet Ander-
son said.
The softball team is working now on
ball-handling and skill drills along with
conditioning. Being in good condition
is vital to the softball team for its
(see PRACTICE pay) 15)
•
Guy Gomis goes up strong against Niagara's Tatridk Ames, pietist up onof his 5 rebounds in last night's win.
What questions will be asked?
' It has been close to eight months since
--x--the-boopia over the resignation of Peter
Clanett_ began and after the hearing in
Portland on Wednesday, there are many
people who are anxiously awaiting the
release of a mysterious and mystical Set-
tlement Agreement.
But will it be released? I'm sure there
are man) people who hope the answer
is no. But if it is, what kind of questions
are the University of Maine officials, ad-
ministrators, and members of the board
of trustees, along with people at the
Chancellor's Office, going to be asking
themselves?
They may have three months or more
before anybody knows, but Joy C. Can-
trell, the attorney for -Guy Gannett
Publishing Co., says the decision of the
Maine Supreme Court could come at
any time because of the immediacy of
the case. But she also added that rulings
can drag on for months.
If the court's decree says tlitrdiRit-
ment is not public record, then I'm sure
the university officials will be pleased
with the methods they used in keeping
the information confidential.
On the other hand, if it is a public
record, then whose shoulders will the
blame be rested upon?
The attorneys representing the univer-
sity, along with those from the Maine
Teachers Association, all agree that the
document contains 'medical informa-
tion of any kind' but it seems they have,
**********
Grant
************
differing viewpoints on one of their
other arguments.
First the university lawyers came out
and said Gavett's resignation did not in-
volve any disciplinary action.
Okay, that's fine and dandy, but why
did they base a portion of their erne 011
the fact that the document contained
'complaints, charges or accusations of
misconduct' (as the statute says)?
They say that parts of the document
have material which concern alleged
misconduct with a strong emphasis on
ALTHOUGH NOT PROVEN.
Then the university says that Gavett
"clearly elected"-
 to avoid formal
disciplinary proceedings in order to pro-
tect his personnel records. They also say
that "the university concurred with that
choice." Now it seems like I have
been in school long enough to be a
lawyer but I'm not. But even I know
_
that what when you make any type of ,
let nrepirid and have
- I of* your information in a clear, in-
telligent and concise order. Did the
— university present their case like this?
Did they know exactly what they were
going to do or did they just search for
anything they could get their hands on
to build a shotty defense?
What other questions will the ad-
ministration be asking itself if it is
released?
Will they be able to find a different
lawyer if and when they have another
suit filed against them and have to go
to-court again?
Will this put to rest all of the rumors
that have been floated around?
Will Trish Roberts finally be able to
coach her team without the media blitz
concerning issues she has no association
with?
How are _they going to avoid any
negative ITilefiOns towards the university
and convince everyone we never intend-
ed to cover anything up?
But the most important question will
be: Would the university have been bet-
ter off just giving Gannett what they
wanted when they initially asked
instead of going through his whole
legal circus?
Joe Grant is a junior journalism ma-jor who is glad he never wanted to go
to law school or become a women's
basketball coach
'12
•
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Women s basketball hosts BU Terriers
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
After losing in overtime Wednesda
to Northeastern, the University of
Maine women's basketball team will not
be able to get much rest.
You sec, the defending Seaboard
Conference champs are coming to town.
Boston l'nivers0 will face UMaine
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. m the
Bangor Auditorium.
Both these teams have something in
common: a loss to Northeastern BU
lost to the Huskies on the road.
The season boa not begun well for
Head Coach Christine Rashes Terriers.
The currently stand at 4-11 overall. 12
in the conference with losses to Nor-
theastern 66-49 on the road and New
Hampshire 64-62 at home.
Laura Boettcher, a 5-11 forward,
leads the team in scoring at 13.1 points
per game. 6-foot 1 -inch senior Andrea
Ashuck is tops in rebounding at 7.1 a
contest and second in scoring with 12
points.
They are the only HU players averag-
ing-in double figures.
Shooting from the field appears to be
the weakest part of the Talf01151.111111111A
as only 40.1 percent_ of their field Oaf--
attempts have fallen so far this season.
Other common opponents Bl: ad
UMaine hase faced aret Providence,
Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Syracuse.
Both teams iout-.10 Provideace and
UConn while UMaine defeated UMass
and Syracuse. BU lost to Syracuse twice
7251 and 54-46 and UMass by one point
Roston Uoiveriity leads1, thg2-- ; • • •
's After going the first half against Nor-
theastern without scoring, Tracey
Frenetic responded with 10 points, solid
rebounding and defense in Wednesday
night's loss to NU.
The freshman forward from St. Annede Bellevue, Quebec did have some
crucial misses, as she was unable to con-
nect on two free throws with 17 seconds
left in regulation and a jumper in, the
middle of over---- it the scored tied
at 56, 
• • • • •
Doug Vanderweide and John
Holyoke debuted on WMEB Wednes-
day night, coveting the UMaine-
Northeastern game.
Vanderweide, who did the Play-by -
play, has previously done UMaine
hockey while Holyoke been folowing the
women's basketball team over his many
years at the university.
• While it took some time• for
Vanderweide so_setto _know the MJ
players, he was able to settle' in.
-1 hadn't seen Northeastern, but out
had said their names a couPletii.
I got the hang of it,—
 
Vanderweide
said.
Thatis not to say that everything *Cat
smooth Here is hov, the final 10
seconds sere called by Vanderweide:
'Northeastern brings down the ball.
Down by two. They gise it to (Arlene)
Poole, v.ho shouldn't be taking the last
shot. She scores! And we go into oser-
time.2' I races Frenetic had 10 points and played aged defense In
.theastera ednesda) night. _
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Utah's Malone develops into NBA force
By Phil Elderkin
The Christian Science Monitor
No disrespect intended. Karl Malone..
but if you are a professional athlete in
Utah. publicity-wise, you can get lost!
Even with the National Basketball
,Association sending your stats each
week, to the Elias Sports Bureau for
worldwide distribution, they still get
printed in \agate type.
It's not like New York, where the
. press clips of 7-foot center Patrick Ew-
ing arc taller than he is; or Chicago.
where Michael Jordan has to hide from
autograph hounds; or Los Angeles,
where they start talking about Magic
Johnson as the league's MVP in
December.
In Utah, which has an excellent NBA
team, by the way, it's not how much you
score with Jazz fans but how hard you
work. The fact is, all-star forward
MaJone does bo(h. His 28.7 average has
him in a close race for runner -pp honors
behind Jordan, and Micilael gets the ball
much more often than Karl does.
-Normally when you think of a man
16 ft ,6pOINW,01-itosicale
his poweron the boards but wonder
Angeles Lakers Wert able to stop the
Jazz in seven ,games, they never really
contained Malone.
One of the most frequently asked
questions about Karl is 11,,ss come 12
other players were taken ahead of this
highly touted Louisiana Tech
undergraduate in the 1985 NBA college
draft?
"Everybody knew about Malone,"
explained Frank Layden, who has mov-
ed into the team's front- Office after his
resignation as head coach. "You can't
keep a guy with Kart 's talent a secret.
But I think a lot of teams were turn-
ed oft by his temperament. He got into
too many fights during his college
career, and he complained too much.
That's why he wasn't taken sooner.
"However, when it came time for us
to draft. Malone was the best big man
available, so we chose him and felt for-
tunate to get him," Layden con-
tinued. "Even though he still had a
temperament problem, we always
thought we could change it. Remember,
he was young, and like a lot of kids he
needed time to sort things out."
_Actually, Frank was so sure Malone
Would come around that after his rookie
- ' about hts quickness. No problem with= year (14.9 average and more than 700 re.--
Malone, whose first step to the basket—hounds) the Jazz traded veteran Adrian
usually means that nobody is going to Darnley, a two-time NBA scoring chain-
 
 
catch him. _ .... - _ 
— pion,- to the Detroit Pistons.
Defensively,. only pro football "I made that deal because I wanted
linebacker% We more contact. Ai for.. to Base Malone more playing time,"
_ 
.
 
 staminakiltarl-was fifth in the itappeein ' Layden said. "And Karl made ma look
___ _ 
_
that oft-overlooked, key -statistic. -good by aVeraging more than 21 points
minutes played a game and leading us in rebounds. We
Last year. Malone led Utah in scor also got the change in attitude that we
mg 63 times and in rebounds 59 times expected." 
.ln the playoffs, even though the Los Asked to explain the improsement in. _
r Scott Lea*.
is to Nor-  —
his second season. Malone told me:
"Pro basketba??ad a chance to get
yourself together. There wasn't much
rest between games, and???to get bet-
ter, I also had to get stronger.
"So during the off-season I lifted
weights every day while also working on
the rest of my game," he continued.
"I just felt I had to do this if I was go-
ing to get anywhere. The best part was
when the season started and I played
better right away. You have to develop
confidence to play this game well every
night, and finally I had what I need-
ed."
Unlike most superstars, Malone has
neser had an agent, and negotiates his
own contracts,
Karl New up on a farm, where his
chores included working with the 200-
pound raiorhack hogs his family rais-
ed_
He got his nickname. -the
_
Mailman," in college when people
said he always delivered in the clutch.
for a while, Karl had a crosscountrs
trucking business that included two
18-wheelers. But he sold out when he
discovered that if you can't be around
something like that 365 days a year,
you've got problems. Malone also work-
ed as a deputy sheriff during the sum-
mer of 1986, conseling with prisoners
and helping kids in trouble.
On the basketball court, One of
Malone's biggest assets is his ability.--to
maintain a consistently enthusiastic ap-
proach to the game.
"There are some great players in this
league who will cruise occasionally when
their team gets a lead, or maybe it's just
a case of not feeling much like playing
that night," Layden says.
"But in the four years I've had
Malone, I've never seen him do that.
•
UMaine hockey to host Chargers 
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
The Alabama-Huntsville C'hargiefs
will be making their first appennWeits
Alfond Arena as they face the Univer-
sity of Maine in a two-game weekend
series.
The Black Bears iced their third con-
secutis e 20-win season on Tuesdas with
a win over Lowell and take their 20-5
record into Friday and Saturday's game
against. I0-51 Chargers.
Alabama-Huntsville is a NCAA Divi-
lion I independent and is hoping for an
ag-large bid come playoff time.
Senior goaltender Chris Parsons will
-.lite tough man for UMaine to beat. He
has posted a 7- I - I record thus far with
a 2.78 goals against average and a .920
save percentage
The Chargers ha.', been lid in scor-
ing by Sean Kelly (S-19-27) while Bryan
Moller (11-15-26) and Mike O'Connor
lsee HOCKEY page 141
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Need an apartment? -
place a Ce14J4JI.1.0) ad in
The_Daily aMpit-S:
For more information: contact the Advertising Deportment at 5814273.
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SERIES
• in Natick Auditorium
January 20 Coming to America
21 U2 Rattle & Hum
February 3 A Fish Called Ward
March 24 Young Guns
25 Cocktail
April 1 Crocodile Dundee!!
May 5 Die Hard
Sponsored by
Sunday Afternoon's in Neville
•511111=
glarsuary
- February 'The Cabe Mutiny' •
1FREE!!)
Tune Festival (TUB)
24
25
AprIl 2
9
16
23
30
The Manchurian Candidate
From Here to Eternity' , 
Hig 7 pm Friday
Big 7 pm Saturday 71t77I----- .
Heavy Metal
A Tale at Tv.11 mos'
The Wall (Pink Floyd1
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington'
The Bridge Over the River Kwal
'
1*--19-61Fridet? -
All Saaday abeam 101/10 at pal 20 101 Neville Mall
Mar NINO •Po •he.ev lases TO. ,..Tdr SOPMEI
_
*Hockey 2
(10-16-26) 'W.*, bean gad offensive
•• threats. •
The two teams met for the first time
in the 1987-88 season in Huntsville
where the Bears came away with a pair
of wins by scores of 8-2 amd
• • •
David Capuano has notched 32 points
in the last 13 games with 21 goals and
II assists. He had an eight-game goal
scoring streak broken last week against
Colorado College but now has a career
total of 180 points, Which edged him
ahead of Rob bunejk, who had 179.
The career leader at UMaine s God
Conn, who had 221  bilVireen 1977-11L.:
Freshman Scott Pellerin is having an
exceptional season and is the leading
scoring freshman in the country. He has
20 goals, making him only the third
UMaine player to reach that mark as a
frosh, along with 23 assists for 43
points.
*s.
Sophomore Mario Thyer, last year's
Hockey East Rookie of the Year who
suffered a multiple leg fracture against
Ohio State on Nov. 1, had his full leg
cast removed on Wednesday.
Thyer is now into his rehabilitation
and if his condition continues to im-
prove and no complications arise, he
may be able_to return to the lineup dur-
ing the NCAA playoffs.
Ckreen leads Phoenix Open
SCOTISDALE, Ariz. (AP) — Ken
Green completed an 8-under-par 63
Thursday, moments before darkness
halted play in the first round of the
00.00 Phoenix Open Golf
Tournament.
Green, a two-time winner last year,
tiPPI one-stroke lead with nine players
stranded by darkness on the TPC course
at Scottsdale. 
- - • - • -
They are scheduled to return at 7.45
a.m., MST. Friday to complete first-
round play. The second round will be
played as scheduled, also beginning at
7:45 a.m.
Of those left Out on the course, only
Ted Schulz appearedlo have a chance
to finish among the bakes. He was 6
under par with one bole to play.
"An unusual day for me," Green
said "I had four tap- ina and three no-
brainers "
Three of those tap-ins, after approach
shots had left him birdie putts of less
than a foot, came on the 15th, 16th and
17th holes.
He also ran in a 50-foot putt for an
eagle-3 on the 13th and played his back
nine in 30.
Scott Hoch and Mark McCumber,
each of who scored an cask, had 64s in
near-perfect conditions.
's just a beautiful day; absolutely
-
packtacortng conditions. It's a day you
should shoot good numbers," said
_ 'toward Twiny. one of five players tied
at 65.
Also at 6-under were Jim Gallagher,
COrey Pain, Billy Glasson and Mark
U.S. Open champion Curtis Strange,
.h (roe a victory an Australia, and
well 1111111ong a large
group at 66.
Become-President
or Vice President
-Overnight _ —
On Tuesday, 1989, elections will be held for
positions in both Student Government and ROC (formerly IDB).
To be eligible for your
name appearon the
ballot for Student
Government President
and Vice President, all
you need is 75 UMaine
student signatures.
UMAINE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
To be eligible for your
name appear on the
ballot for ROC President
and VicePx-esident, all
you need is 50
signatures of resident
living on campus,
Maine Students are in need of good leadership.
You can be an effective leader.
Sign up now. It can only benefit your future.
Stop by the Student Government Office, third floor of the Memorial Union and pick up nomintion
papers. All nomination papers are due by 4 pm Jan. 30.
- r • —
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by Andy Elvin
Staff Writer
The University Of Maine men's and
women's swim teams ...syjt_compete
against Northeastern University at the
Stanley, M Wallace Pool or. Saturday.
The UMaine women h:rie a record of
5-1, but will be underdogs against a6-1
Northeastern team, according to Head
Coach Jeff Wren.
Wren is especially concerned with
NU's divers ind freestyle swimmer
Kathy Deignan.
The Huskies' Michelle White and
Dana Kozimor are two of the best divers
in the league and Deignan. a senior, has -
been one of the top freestyle swimmers
since she was a freshman. But Wren
feels the meet should be competitive.
"After Deignan they have not shown
the strength and depth we ha%c in the
frcestyte, •• Wren said.
Audrey Harlow, UNiaine's only
diver, is undefeated in tiv. one-meter
competition this season.butthat streak
may be threatened.
"Audrey has made as much improve-
ment as anyone I've ever seen in one
year, but I just don't know about this
weekend," Wr:n said.
In Harlow's previous meet against
Rhode Island, she scored her personal
best in the one-meter (234.25 pOints) and
three-meter (216.51 points1
competitions.
Besides the freestyle UMaine should
be strong in the 100 yard butterfly with
',freshmen Jill Abrams and Jennifer
-Denison.
The men's team will attempt to im-
prove on a 4-3 record after losing two
of three meets during the semester
break.
NU is 3-3 and has two sersatile swim-
mers that could give the Black Bears
some trouble. Freshman Eric Finger
swims freestyle, backstroke, and in-
dividua. .7u-dley, and senior Paul Wilson
is strong .n the backstroke, breaststroke,
and the individual medley.
Head-C-oach Alan Switzer expects the
Black Bears to be strong in thc freestyle
and diving events.
"Our freestyle has been going well,
we lost, but our sprint people did an
*Practice
59-game schedule.
"Right now, we're getting back to the
basics and working hard to get back in-
to the swing of things," co-captain
Barb Finke said.
Anderson also added that the team's
attitude will be a plus this season.
"Everyone has a great attitude and
outstanding job at the Rhode Island
meet," Switzer said.
Senior Brad Russell and freshman
Rick Keene have been consistent divers
for UMaine this season and they could
dominate thie•event on Saturday, Switzer
said. .
The women's meet begans at II a.m.
and the men's follows at 2 p.m.
the freshmen are going in thinking,'If
she strikes me out, I'll get in there and
get her next time'," Anderson said.
Both teams will start their seasons on
March 3 when the baseball team is
hosted by the University of Texas and
the softball team will participate in the
Rebel Spring -Games in Ocoee. Fla.
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students two-
year and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.
ARMY ROTC •
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more. Contact
Captain Fofi or Lieutenant Bucchin
at 581-1125 or stop by Room 114
in the Field House.
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Residential elk is looking for. students of all majors. The jai of the Resident Assistant
involvep multiple roles and responsibilities : The job is directly related to the goals of the
residence hall systems which include:
a I. To foster an environment favorable to intellectual
• 
a
growth.
a
2. To promote democratic group/government.
I 3• . To p—roni- ae-individual student development, both
personal and social.
4. To provide programs within residence halls that meet
- - t -the cultural educational, andrecreational needs-and-
‘,. interests of students.
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5. To provide counseling and referral services.
6. To aid individual studerts in developing respon-a
sibility aiiirtecountability for 'their behavior.
7. To provide a physical facility that is conducive too
t
meeting the above goals. N,
--t ,
If you are interested in a Resident Assistant position please attend ime orlitt
Information Sessions. '
—
WHAT WILL POTENTIAL
EMPLOYERS BE LOOKING FOR
IN YOU?
dership, Releviiirt-Experience, People Skills,
Effective Communication, Confidence, Good
References.
Make it easier for them to see...
out Agui  their
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"I have found that during sly job interviews my R A job
has been the main topic of interest to potential employers
I have a lot of other experience in my academic field, but
they still focus n my R.A. job the most!"
Lore Taylor
R.A. York Village
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iobil_a_valuabie life experience ihat teaches. 
9 you tin-pe inanairnent.- and how to effectively
I relate to others. As well as these practical skills. we
I have had the opportunity to make lots or new trieridi and to
I personally grow as individuals and as a team
a
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a oppjortunity-kie me. bkvelop Myleit —1-had been very active
II socially in my country. The R.A. job gave me again the chance
„ to be social here in Arewric.a. I really er...oy my job assier...ing
e students (especially international students). I am getting a
I lot of experience being a resident assistant. When I came,
I here as a foreign student. I did not know anything about
r America's ways. but now I have learned much. When I go back to -
I my country. I will have some administrative job experience
• which will be useful for the future. Also, the R.A. class has
I helped me to develop my leadership skills, confidence, time
I management and my self identity skills."
• Nan Nadeem Riaz
RA. Estabrooke
"'Then I think about it_.!y past year as an R.A. I do nol focus
on the negative attributes of nPi,j0b. I don't concentrate on
that loud party that occured every tt'i,eekend. or that obnoxious
resident who made me want to scream or even the frustrating
problem that wouldn't go away. I remember the respect I
received from my residents, the thanks and appreciation after
r, titting on a program and the smile from the person down the
hall who, felt I helped them just a little.-
.
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• The sessions are for both Onvampusa'and off-campus
students.
• • Students attend-an informatioorsessicirtsrotr-:-
tain an application.
• •Students need to attend the entire aMlniOn from begin-
ning to end. (approx. 2 hours)
•'Students who attended an information session in
November. but did not hand in their application for the '
accelerated process may use the same application for this
process.Applications and references due in South Campus
Office.Yort Hall. by NOON February 10.
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